Brand Platform

Inspirations
Ce qui nous inspire et d’où on vient

Foundations

Getaways to hunt for bargains
Our founder is someone who has a passion for travelling and
unusual and story-laden objects, who loved to lose himself in the
profusion of markets and soukhs to glean inspiration and finds.
Our roots are steeped in a taste for fusion, and the
exhilarating vitality of abundance.

Connect
the opposite

A compound name, the notion of a union of two conflicting
concepts, to create vibrancy and life.
An uncompromising emotional freedom.

Roots

A fertile breeding ground - the basin of
Roanne and with knitting at the heart of
our expertise
The art of mixing colours and textures,
combining creativity, comfort and
femininity.

Where
we live

Creating the experience of unique,
warm places to create an emotional
bond with our clients.
A space for sharing and emotion, just
like life itself, mixings small things and
beautiful objects regardless of
distinction.
An intimate space, a part of
ourselves and our homes where we
convey our individual world view.
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Family
spirit

The desire of get
away

What we do is nourished by closeness, generosity,
joviality and simplicity The pleasure of sharing with our community,
the simple pleasures that create joy,
Celebrating diversity,
A style that speaks straight to the heart, an
enjoyment of ‘messy fun’,
encountering others…

Our everyday inspiration comes from
multicultural fusion, escape and cultural
curiosity: the boundless nomadic spirit of our
collections, the daring mix & match that acts
as a cultural bridge, a taste for cultural
references and craftsmanship, chic, bohemian
style that is liberating...

Daring
to be free
The freedom within our collections, our
communication, our experiences: subverted style
conventions,
A taste for style rather than trends,
the pleasure of the unexpected,
The vitality of the unforeseen...

The authenticity
of life
A local foothold, transmission, genuineness rather
than exaggerated sophistication:
A taste for styles that make sense,
a love of heritage and archives,
the pleasure of natural materials,
The desire to build meaningful relationships with
our community...
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d’inspirati
ons
ourselves and how we are
recognised

Eclectic

Unexpected associations made possible by
creative generosity: a creative process rooted in
curiosity and spontaneity.
#Abundance redundancy
#Generosity minimalism

Natural fémininity

A vision of femininity that is neither overdone nor effaced.
Femininity celebrated with simplicity and elegance.
#Natural sophisticated
#Sensual sexy
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Respect for the body

A taste for styles that enhance body shapes and
respect difference. The empathy that allows us to
clothe all women, irrespective of their age.
#Comfort constriction
#Accessibility snobishness

Warm, natural colours
Structural but not limiting, a range of spicy & natural colours
that celebrate flavours, revealing a soft joviality.
#Colourful dark
#Sunny sad
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She ins pires us
A "genuine" woman, assertive, sure of her femininity, sunny,
smiling and cheerful
The La Fée Maraboutée woman accepts and enhances
herself. She has a broad smile on her face without seeking
perfection, and this is all part of her natural charm.
She enjoys the beautiful simple things in life, loves the arts and
seeks to express her own style through what she wears.

Ours customers

They are multi-generational & multi-cultural, and live in large cities, both in
Paris and in the regions.
They feel good about themselves and, above all, they want to express their
style and enhance their individuality.
Our clients are feminine and stylish, always mindful of their elegance and well-being. They
are open-minded and curious, enriched by the cultures around them, and they assert their
personalities by their independent spirit and eclectic tastes.
For our customers, they are the ones creating originality by creating their composant leur
style.
For them, the brand is an opportunity to hunt as if they were in a flea market to create their
own sense of originality.
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La façon dont nous nous
ons
Well-being
Self-affirmation
The benefits
that
we generate,
exprimons
et dont
nous
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sommes
reconnaissables
beyond
the sale of our products
and services

Transmission
Clothes that are of their
time and to be worn for a
long time, with a quality
and style that age well,
transcending fashions
and generations.

A brand that goes beyond the dictates
of fashion, offering women the freedom
to express their own individuality. A
brand that beautifies a diverse range of
women without ever marginalising them.

Multiplicity
Collections that provide surprising
associations that enhance the
individuality of our customers.

A brand with a feelgood
factor, well-being for the
body and for the mind.

Feeling as good as at
home
These are intimate,
comforting places where
women feel at ease and feel
free to try on any outfits
they like.
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Cultural benefits
Timelessness
Propose a style that transcends fashion Change the way we look at clothes, breaking free of
endless trends, and enjoying sustainable style.

Inclusivity
Offer a style that works for all kinds of
femininity, fashion that doesn't give in to youth
culture or body image.

A local foothold
Bringing communities together and valuing
local know-how by mixing collections and
inspirations. The joy of welcoming people &
artisans by offering them a space wherever
people are.

Local manufacturing
Protecting jobs and promoting skills
found as near as possible to our business
by forging trust-based, loyal relationships
with our partnering manufacturers.
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Values
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Pilliars
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C o n v i c t i o ns
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Our mission
To provide women with the pleasure of
feeling good and looking good every
single day

Our « r a i s o n d’ ê t r e »
Proposing our clients a style that means that
they can be themselves, enhance themselves
and feel good with others
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